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want to use the access_token to get the verified email address for that user. is there a way to

do that. i am sending out the notification via the following method
https://developers.google.com/gmail/api/quickstart/dotnet#authenticate with the access_token

returned from the email, i do the following
https://www.googleapis.com/gmail/v1/users/me/messages?access_token=??? i get the

following error { "error": "invalid_grant", "error_description": "invalid oauth 2.0 token." } is
there a way to get the token from the access_token returned from the email notifiation? a: the
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is the refresh token, and this is not required for the notification delivery. the notification
delivery is done by the gmail api, and this requires the token that is generated for your site.
the user will see the link you provide, and after clicking it, he will be redirected to your site.
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there was no evidence to contradict her version of events.4 ¶27 the attorney's explanations

for the money transfers were based on alfred's prior description of the deposits and
withdrawal. we have previously held that "[t]he law is well-settled that the trier of fact may

accept the testimony of one witness in whole or in part and reject the testimony of another."
state v. peete, 160 wisc. 2d 586, 588, 357 n.w.2d 157 (1984). in the absence of contrary

evidence, "the trier of fact may accept or reject all, part, or none of a witness' testimony." id.
¶28 alfred acknowledged that she had previously described the cash deposits and withdrawals
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as gifts, but she went back into a detailed description of why she believed the withdrawals and
deposits were gifts to michele.
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